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Whilst molecular oxygen is essential for aerobic organisms, it 
is also potentially toxic. The problem relates to the partially 
reduced reaction intermediates that arise when oxygen is being 
reduced to water in stepwise reactions during normal metabolism. 
These reactive intermediate oxygen species include superoxide 
anions and hydrogen peroxide. They are also generated in living 
cells exposed to a variety of environmental stresses, including air 
pollutants such as ozone or sulphur dioxide, as well as herbicides 
and radiation. 
Increased levels of active oxygen species lead to a conditioin 
referred to as oxidative stress. Importantly, this can generate a 
variety of biochemical and physiological lesions which can 
sometimes lead to severe metabolic problems or even cell death. 
In particular, these highly reactive oxygen species can modify 
various biologically important macromolecules such as DNA, 
proteins, and lipids, to cause mutations, membrane damage and 
protein malfunction. In turn, these molecular modifications are 
intimately involved in various diseases such as aging, 
carcinogenesis and cardiovascular dysfunction in man, as well as 
senescence, chlorophyll destruction and reduced photosynthesis in 
plants. 
In order to deal with oxidative stress aerobic organisms have 
evolved elaborate protective systems at the non-enzymatic and 
enzymic levels. A key question addressed in this excellent 
collection of chapters is the molecular mechanisms whereby the 
genome perceives oxidative stress and mobilizes a response to it. 
Such molecular biological information will be essential for any 
future attempts to utilize genetic engineering techniques to 
increase the tolerance in plant or animals to environmental 
oxidative stress and to reduce cellular damage by active oxygen. 
Many of the genes for antioxidant enzymes have been isolated, 
cloned and characterized for diverse organisms. Now there is 
intense effort directed at understanding the molecular basis of the 
regulation and expression of such genes. Recently, such studies 
have become an essential feature of a variety of international 
conferences on the chemical and clinical aspects of active oxygen 
species. This book on the Molecular Biology of Free Radical 
Scavenging Systems makes a timely appearance as probably the 
first collection of reviews to be published in a single book 
specifically related to this now fascinating and important area of 
molecular biology. It represents the proceedings of a prestigious 
Banbury Centre Conference at the Cold Spring Harbour 
Laboratory. 
This volume sets an excellently high standard, and for those of 
us in the field I hope it will be the forerunner of many. This area 
of endeavour is set to expand and new knowledge will accumulate 
rapidly. The book has contributions on DNA damage, 
particularly in relation to mitogenesis, aging and carcinogenesis; 
on the regulation and superoxide dismutases and catalases in 
normal and stressed animal, plant and yeast cells; the molecular 
structure of superoxide dismutases; the human superoxide 
dismutase gene particularly in Down’s syndrome, superoxide 
radical production in E. coli, as well as in chloroplasts. 
In summary, it is a relatively compact but pricey book. 
However, it will be useful for all researchers in laboratories 
entering this rapidly expanding area of molecular biology which 
offers a basis for the engineering of organisms with increased 
tolerance to oxidative stress. 
Roy H. Burdon 
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Phospholipids have become a major focus of interest in the field 
of cell signalling as we increase our understanding of the role of 
phospholipids as precursors for an expanding number of cellular 
regulators. This volume of Methods in Enzymology, devoted to 
the methodology of phospholipid biosynthesis, is therefore timely 
and nicely complements volume 197 in this series, which deals with 
enzymes involved in phospholipid degradation. These two 
volumes, together with the second edition of the book by D.E. and 
J. Vance on the Biochemistry of Lipids, Lipoproteins and 
Membranes, which is also just published, provides an essential 
library for the phospholipid biochemist. 
The first section of volume 209 deals with a genetic approach 
to understanding phospholipid biosynthesis. These more 
specialized techniques enable a critical dissection of the role of 
phospholipids in cell function following from the production of 
mutants deficient in phospholipid biosynthesis. Techniques for the 
production and selection of phospholipid synthesis mutations are 
described for Escherichia coli, yeast and animal cells. 
There follow sections devoted to the various classes of enzymes 
involved in phospholipid biosynthesis. In each case the assay, 
purification and properties of enzymes are described, following the 
normal Methods in Enzymology format. 
The first section covers the important step of fatty acid addition 
catalyzed by acyltransferases from bacteria and various 
mammalian sources. At this time there is little information about 
the acyl chain specificity of these enzymes, and hence the possible 
role of these enzymes for determining the nature of the acyl chains 
in the final phospholipid. 
The involvement of the phosphate group in phospholipid 
structure provides sections on enzymes involved in the addition of 
phosphate, the kinases, and the removal of phosphate, the 
phosphatases. Again enzymes from a variety of eukaryotic and 
prokaryotic sources are described. 
Other sections deal with enzymes involved in group transfer 
reactions and in the biosynthesis of more specialized 
phospholipids. The diversity of enzymes involved in phospholipid 
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